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 3.  Stormwater Management Strategy

I have read through the Stormwater Management Strategy for the site.

I strongly oppose any Strategy which requires stormwater to be directed into Bourne Creek. 
There is policy support in the Planning Scheme to require onsite servicing of this land, 
which responds to the adopted recommendations of the C93 Panel when hamlet boundaries 
were set. It is more relevant  than ever now that the Chrystalbrook estate has been 
developed. Bourne Creek does not have the capacity to deal with these extra flows, nor 
should it be required to.  There would be further upstream, downstream, and flood risk 
implications, and additional environmental risk.

 I also believe the risk extends to homeowners below the proposed detention basin right 
through to Ridgway Road. Ridgway Road is a gravel road which carries more traffic now 
than I can remember in nearly fifty years.  Paddocks are individually leased and frequently 
visited. There is more frequent stock turnover.

Discharge Point 1. through Martin Court, Bonwich Court and the Chrystalbrook 
subdivision.

Ridgway Road has always been subject to occasional flooding.  However, users are now 
facing flood events of greater extents,  depth, and higher velocity,  Instead of a predictable, 
clear water spill when the Bass Highway flooded and delta activated,  flooding is now 
unpredictable, localised, acts independently of any flooding elsewhere,  and can pose a real 
risk, particularly at night.   

Council’s  support of the 10 Carew Street application at VCAT, despite both their own initial
environmental concerns, and those of referral authorities, was on the back of  the West 
Gippsland Catchment Management Authority.  Their requirement, accepted by the 
developer,  was for a Stormwater Strategy Plan which relied on a 1:100 ARI to capture and 
detain flows and protect offsite upstream and downstream. Additionally there would be a 
10,000 ltr water tank per lot and 5,000ltr grey water tank. The VCAT Member clearly 
understood Council’s stated intent in requiring this standard as the DECISION shows.

Subsequently setting aside that undertaking  and rewinding the detention standard, has 
resulted in a small single basin at the bottom of the site,  controlling all flows. and with a 
much higher discharge rate. Additionally, the 10,000ltr water tank requirement was reduced 
to 5,000 ltr and the grey water tank removed.

The basin sits below 5AHD and forms a barrier  preventing Bourne Creek from using the 
area as storage at times when it is needed. The topography was changed and watercourse 
through the development deviated.





   




